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                  E-waste: Material Flows and Present, Future Scenario                                                  

                                                                 Abstract 
 

E-wastesis amongsthe fastestsgrowingssolid waste classes and representssa seriousehazard forsthe 

environment. Itsconsistssofsmixturesofshazardoussinorganicsandsorganicsmaterials, As, heavy 

metals, polycyclicSaromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinatedSbiphenyls, and brominatedS flame 

retardants, alongswithsvaluablesmetals, such as Au, Ag, and Pd. Directse-waste disposalsto 

landfills without any prior treatment createssthreatsstosthe environment due to leachingsof metals 

in water and soil. Improperse-wastesrecycling, such as bysopen burningsandsacid baths, creates 

hazardoussand toxic compounds, likesdioxins, furans, and acids. Managementsof e-waste is 

differentsfromsthesotherssolidswastes. Thesmanagementsof e-wastesneedsadvancesas well as 

environmentallysfriendlystechnologiesswith respect to itssrecyclingsandsrecoverysof precious 

and valuablesmaterials. 

Processing of e-waste in informal way can lead to adverse human health effects and environmental 

problems. Electronic devices consist of various toxic materials for example lead, cadmium, 

brominated flame retardant. Recycling of e-waste and disposal of e-waste may lead to various 

significant health issues to the workers and communities in developed nation and also causes 

environmental issues. The way to accomplishment as far as e-waste the board, for example, 

ExtendedeProducereResponsibilitye(EPR)eandeProducereResponsibilityeOrganizatione(PRO) 

activities have been introduced in a clear way. Electronic waste field can be seen as commercial 

activity forevitality creation (hydrogeneand power) andeexact recovery of metal for example Au, 

Ag and Pt trough the process of biotechnology.  
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Chapter.1  

Introduction  

 
Worldwide, electronic waste is defined as the widespread, familiar type of electronic products 

which is categorizes as the product whose useful life have ended. These products are one of the 

fastest-developing sections of the present waste scenario. As per the study the magnitude of 

volume of electronic wastes are increasing at an exponentially rate which is quite disturbing for 

the nature and human as well. As per the last few decades electronic waste volume are increasing 

without any hinderance. Electronic wastes are also referred as Waste Electrical and Electronic 

Equipment. According to European union it is the fastest growing waste stream in the EU. In 2007, 

approximately 500 million computers were disposed in United State and this data is increasing day 

by day which is quite high. 

There are so many wastes existing in nature, electronic waste is different from any other kind of 

waste like it is different from the municipal solid and liquid waste as it contains highly hazardous 

substance when it comes to the composition. Electronic waste contains toxic ingredients such as 

heavy metals. Electronic waste causes risk to environmental as well as human being if treated 

inappropriately or without proper treatment. And when electronic waste disposed to the landfills 

without any prior treatment it causes serious damage to the aquatic life too. As per the study it is 

estimated that around 70 percent of heavy or toxic metals in united states landfills come from 

electrical and electronic waste. Waste Electrical and Electronic association were designed to report 

these environmental issues by the process of reducing the amount of produced electronic waste 

and by inspiring the process of reuse, recycling and recovery, abating the environmental impact of 

electronic waste, and also by refining the environmental performance of end of life products.  

In the presented thesis we learn about all the past, present and future scenario of electronic waste. 

How to treat a waste and also how to recycling them. Apart from this thesis also mention all the 

guidelines of electronic waste management rules for the manufacturing plant. This thesis also has 

showed all the data of electronic waste used and data which are going to be generated as well in 

future. 
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Chapter 2. 

 Literature review 
 

1. A study on e-waste environmental loading.  

 Literature survey about e-waste past and present in developed and developing countries. 

 Problems pertaining to e-waste treatment. 

 The grey area of e-waste pollution. 

 The sample solution is outer body of the computer/ mobile phone/ printer/ or any articles 

we generally observe in general waste 

 Combustion process in control condition. 

 Preserve the sample. 

 Analyze the sample methods 

 Conclude the environmental loading. 

2. A study on impacts of e-waste collection. 

3. Assessment of resources in e-waste. 

4. Evolution of e-waste dynamics and its impacts on environment. 

 

2.1 Objective 

The determination of provided learning is to develop the method and procedure to calculate the 

future generation / discharges of Waste Electrical and Electronic in world and our country as well. 

This procedure develops a time-series several lifecycle iend-of-product life models proposed for 

estimation of current and future quantities of e-waste in India. And also proposed the various 

results and conclusion of the e-waste recycling which can be helpful in minimizing the future 

production of e-waste.  
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Chapter 3. 

Electronic waste characteristics and composition  
 

In the era of technology, developed as well as developing countries are using Electrical Electronics 

Equipment’s (EEEs) in all the sectors like commercial, industrial and household.  Day by day 

producers are introducing new technologies and rejecting the existing equipment’s and because of 

this reason quantity of electronic waste are increasing in enormous way.  

Electronic waste is comprising of both hazardous and non-hazardous substances. Hazardous 

substances compositions are very toxic in nature and it consists of heavy metals for example lead, 

cadmium, mercury, persistent organic compounds Brominated Flame Retardants and phthalates 

etc.  

Materials found in e-waste are metals which is in 60.20%, plastics in 15.20%, metal-plastic 

mixture in 5%, cables in 2%, screens (CRT and LCD) in 11.90%, Printed circuits boards in 1.70%, 

others in 1.40%, and pollutants in 2.70%.  

,                

                                               

Fig : 1 
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As per the study [UNEP 2005], these metals and organic compounds releases dangerous 

substances on processing and recycling recovering which causes high risk to human health as well 

as environment. According to [Emphasis Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and 

Research], there is 2.7% of total weight, e-waste pollutants are present and this composition makes 

it complex waste. Because of this, process of separation of pure metals from the waste become so 

difficult. E-waste equipment has been ensured by EU directive and in this way their treatment can 

be planed as per their proportion of size and material present. EU has categorized them in ten 

categories so that process of management becomes easier. 

3.1. Hazardous components and compound in e-waste 
 

As we know that presence of heavy metals in electronic waste made it difficult to treat and also 

made it indifferent to the other municipal biodegradable waste , biodegradable wastes are not 

typical to treat they provide many useful fuels as per the todays ’need while electronics waste are 

complex waste as it contains several toxic elements which is very typical to treat. Those people 

who treated e-waste are directly exposed to the various toxic elements and gases, which directly 

or indirectly harm their health. 

E-waste constituents vacillate as indicated by the produced merchandise and contain in excess of 

1000 differing materials, which can be characterize as ‘perilous' ande'non-unsafe's. 

Comprehensively, it incorporates ferrous and non-ferrous metals alongside the plastics, glass, 

wood and compressed wood, printed circuit sheets (PCB), cement and earthenware production, 

elastic and different things. E-waste includes about half of Fe and its components which further 

contains plastics material (21%), non-ferrous metals (13%) and different elements. Metals which 

do not contain ferrous metals  comprise ofeexact elements, for example, coppere(Cu), aluminume 

(Al) and valuable elements, for example silvere(Ag), golde(Au), Pt, Pd, and so forth. Past skirt 

amounts ofecomponents for example Pb, Hg, Ar, Cd, Se and chromium metal which is hexavalent 

in nature and  fire retardantseofeelectronic waste arranges aseperilous left-over.  

The elemental grouping of various mixes of electronic waste which is perilous mixes described 

earlier. E-waste into four unique classes for example halogenated mixes, overwhelmingemetals, 
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radioactiveesubstanceseandesome different elements alongsideetheir essence in the electronic 

gadgets. An investigation announced the connection between the electronic waste overview and 

its connected security consequences. The security consequences are fundamentally corporal 

security outcomes, for example, thyroid volume, conceptive wellbeing, lung volume, growth, and 

variations in compartment employed.  

The brominated fire retardants existing in the elastic part of electronic waste effectsly affect carnal 

structure and meddle with ripeness in well evolved creatures. Lead segment, generally 

presenteineCathodeeRayeTubee(CRT)eofeold TV,elead–corrosiveebatteries, link sheathingeand 

bind ofeprintedecircuitgboard is answerable forgside effects likefretching, bagginess of the 

intestines, spasms, extreme lethargies or even passing. Presenting to cadmium can cause strong 

and ceaseless harmfulness and causes influenza like symptoms. 

Be that as it may, past limit esteem these are poisonous and dangerous, for instance dibutyl 

phthalate anddiethylhexy1 phthalate are considered "Harmful for Reproduction" at 

concentrations>=0.5[CPCB the gear, for instance the copper follows are woven in layers in PC-

board to encourages the progression of current [AEA 2004, Edwardian et al 2008, IGES 2009]. 

The parts associated in this hardware game plan are switches, resistors, capacitors. The associating 

media is binding having tin and lead in the proportion of 60/40 [Geibig&Socolof 2005]. The run 

of the mill patch content in piece of PC board extends between 4 to 6% by weight or 50 g/m2 of 

PC board [AEA 2004].  

However, the weld contains other various substances too. Thus, transfer and switches regularly 

contain mercury yet in addition contain limited quantity of cadmium for plated contacts. All parts 

in e-waste gear are not dangerous. The nearness of all materials in hardware is in relation to meet 

the planned edges. 

 The development of larger part of hardware are PCB based which contains most extreme 

quantities of unsafe mixes like lead, Stibium, Cadmium, mercury, beryllium, Gallium, Arsenic, 

and BFRs. Be that as it may, OEMs are diminishing these risky mixes in their assembling of gear 

under the guidance of RoHS.  
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Convergences of Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn are to such an extent that were these components 

discharged into nature they would represent a hazard to biological systems and human wellbeing. 

Utilizing the estimation that 20 million tons of E-waste are created every year, joined with the 

information of Morph et al. (2007), the measures of some potential contaminants that are contained 

in the yearly E-waste stream have been determined.  

In spite of the fact that reusing may evacuate a few contaminants, huge sums may at present end 

up amassed in landfills or E-waste reusing focuses, where they may unfavorably influence human 

wellbeing or the earth. 

There is evidence that E-waste associated contaminants may be present in some agricultural or 

manufactured products for export.  

 

 

                                                                 Fig: 2 
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3.2.  What happens to the device at end of their useful life?  

Majority of electronics products end up in landfills, and only 12.51% of e-waste is recycled or 

reused. As we know that electronics are composed of valuable materials, including copper, 

aluminum, iron, tin, fossil fuels, titanium, gold and silver. Most of the materials can be recycled 

but according to UN study, worldwide 41.8 million tons of e-waste is generated, and only 5% - 

35% of e-waste is recovered, reused, and recycled.  

3.3. Benefits of e-waste recycling 

Recovery of various metals by e-waste recycling enables us to recover many precious metals, in 

order to reduce environmental pollution, conserving landfill space and creating jobs also. 

According to the Environmental Protection Act, recycling approximately one million laptops can 

save the enormous amount of energy that is equal to electricity unit which can run about 3,658 

U.S. household per year. Apart from this recycling approximately one million cell phones can also 

recover 76 pounds of gold, 770 pounds of silver, 35,275 pounds of copper, and 34 pounds of 

palladium. 

On the other hand, recycling of e-waste reduces the production waste also. According to the 

Electronic Takeback Coalition, it takes 1.5 tons of water, 531 lbs. of fossil fuel, and 41 pounds of 

chemicals to produce a single unit of monitor and computer. Around 82% of energy assemble with 

computer is used during manufacturing and not during operation. 
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Chapter 4. Current and future generation of e-waste 
 

According to UNEP, 2006 e-waste production of world was estimated at 15-50 million tonnes per 

year which is 1-3% of global municipal waste production. About 5.5 million tonnes of e-waste 

composed of computers,emobile,etelephonesjandktelevisiongsets across the world in 2010 study 

which increase to 9.8 million tonnes in 2015. Also, in developed countries like America 

approximately 10% by volume of municipal solid waste is generally e-waste.  

4.1. E-waste production- 

E (kg/year) depends on mass of item (kg) number of units in service, N and its average lifespan  

(years) E= MN/L 

Some electronics contributes more proportion of WEEE than other for example computer whose 

average lifespan is 3 years and another electronics like refrigerator and ovens have lifespan of 10-

12 years but contributes lesser amount of WEEE proportion.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                      Fig: 3 
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Chapter 5.  Methodology  
 

Recycling of electronic material is very challenging job to do because these devices are 

manufactured from typical properties of metal, glass, and plastics. Recycling process depends on 

their material composition and technologies 

Followings are overview of process. 

1. Collection and transportation- These are the initial process of e-waste recycling. 

Recyclers collects e-waste from collection bins or e-waste take back booths and transport 

it to a recycling plant. 

2. Shredding, sorting and separation- these are the most important process of e-waste 

recycling. After collecting e-waste and transporting it to e-waste recycling plant, electronic 

waste must be processed separated into smaller and clean fragments that can be used to 

make new product. 

Material separation should be done in efficient manner. First of all, separation of plastic 

from metals is to be done. After that e-waste products are separated into pieces as smaller 

as 100mm to prepare for sorting.          

                                                                  

Collection and 
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Shredding
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There are certain technologies are present for example water separation technology is used 

for separation of glass from plastics. Also, mechanical processing separates copper, 

aluminums from the plastics. And final step involved separation and extraction of any   

e-waste recycling material. 

3. Preparation for sale as recycling material- after shredding, sorting, and separating 

materials are prepared for sale as raw material for the manufacturing of new electronic 

product.  

 

5.1. The electronic recycling processes 
 

There are three following major steps are present- 

1. E-waste pre-treatment 

2. Pyrolysis of e-waste 

3. Metal Recovery   

 

                                                     Fig:5  

Before pyrolysis, e-waste subjected to size reduction process. Pyrolysis is the second step and is 

used for converting e-waste plastic into liquid and gaseous fuels. The optimum temperature of 
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products are collected after completion of pyrolysis. As a fuel gaseous and liquid product are used 

while solids are used as a metal mixture and carbonaceous material. 

 Novel separation process is used for metal fraction and carbonaceous material and efficiency of 

this process is approximately 90-95%. Aerogel is amalgamated from the separated carbonaceous 

materials so that we can obtained zero-waste discharge. Aerogels are used for various process like 

in oil spillage, dye removal or as a superconductor also. 

 Further, in the low-temperature roasting technique we can obtained individual metals for example 

Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn, Ag, and Au etc. In these processes no toxic chemicals are used and emitted to the 

environment.  The recovery of the metals is more than 90% approximately. The same systems are 

used for biomass waste and plastic waste. 

5.2. First level of e-waste treatment 
 

In the first level of e-waste treatment three main propose takes place which are shown by following 

figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               Fig: 6a 
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Fig: 6b 

                                  

 

                                                                      Fig: 6c 

 

5.3. Second level of e-waste treatment 
 

Second level of electronic waste treatment also consist of three main method, the first is 

hammering second one is shredding and after that special treatment process takes place. 
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5.4. Third level of e-waste treatment 
 

E-waste third level treatment consist of several process in which initial process is pre-comminuting 

for a rough liberation takes place. After that magnetic and eddy current separation of ferrous and 

non-ferrous metals is done in which separation of Fe and non-ferrous (Cu, Al, Au, Ag and other 

precious metals) takes place. Further processes are done after the separation of various precious 

metals. Following figure shows the afterwards processes.  
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Chapter 6. Government Guidelines 
 

6.1 Role of Central Pollution Control Board 
 

Here are some Guidelines for Extended Producer Responsibility  

 Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is the responsibility of any producer of electrical 

and electronic equipment (EEE) collecting and of electronic waste from end of product life 

to and authorized recycler or dismantler. A manufacturer can implement its EPR either 

through take back system and/or by setting up collection centers or both for channelization 

of e-waste from end of life products to authorized dismantlers/recyclers.  

 The producer is required to have arrangements with authorized recyclers or dismantler 

either individually or collectively or through a Producer Responsibility Organization spelt 

out by the producer in its EPR plan which is approved by Central Pollution Control Board. 

  Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) authorization is mandatory and has to be 

obtained by all the manufacturer including e-retailers/on line seller/e-bay, importers etc. in 

respect of EEE as listed in schedule-1 of electronic waste (Management) Rules, 2016.  

 Selling or placing of EEE in the market by any producer without EPR Authorization shall 

be considered as causing damage to the environment. Action as envisaged under E (P) Act, 

1986 shall be taken against the producers who operate without EPR authorization.  

 

6.2 Management of Electronic waste 

  
 Electronic waste management is ourepre-imperative forethe typical left waste electrical and 

electronic items in houses, workplaces, stockrooms etc., and about 76%. This assignment can be 

actualized by following a few strategies which can result limit the electrical and electronic waste.  

Unused the executives joins the method to change and recovery and again using the waste tactics. 

For example, by diminishing both the amount of hazardous materials utilized all the while and the 

amount of ground materials as well as, volume of electronic waste created can be reduced. In 

addition, the recuperation and reuse method could diminish extra waste material recycle budgets, 
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decrease crude elements expenses and produced their marketable values from the hazardous waste. 

Electronic waste can be recovered nearby, or at an off-site recovered office, or through take back 

system, or through manufacturing plant trade. These methods are highly efficient for the 

management of electrical and electronic waste as we know that recovery and volume decreasing 

of waste is very tough job to do but, in this way, we can reduce the high quantity of waste materials.  

 The board program of controlling the waste generated in any country can be done in a mechanical 

process and in this manner, we can reduce the waste creation in high volume as well.  This can do  

by the assessment process of confining the hazardous waste and crude materials or fuel in a certain 

manner and way and following the various guidelines exist in the system. There is various 

framework are present in the market by those framework we can assess the type of waste that we 

have in present time. As we know that electronic waste is comprises of various elements for 

example metals which are precious in nature and can be reused ad also worth million-dollar market 

value. But the main point is how to assessed the method of reusing the waste electrical and 

electronics as well. Initially it is important to know the composition of different ground metals 

present in waste and on this basis, we can eliminate or evolve the basic process of material reusing 

and recycling. Also, there is various kind of organization problems are existing, but the most 

important thing is that we should operate the hazardous elements before the landfilling or 

disposing.  

One of another method is to requirement of isolated number of elements which can be treated on 

the basis of various register assessment method. Material procurements can be visualized by the 

past and present method of assessment. There are different ways of materials treatment methods 

are existing, certain new technology have innovated also. So, for the manufacturing unit, there is 

various and lot of methods are present to treat and manage the electronic waste. These method of 

working on electronic waste can be categorized in three simple manner in which first one is 

continues monitoring of waste electrical and electronic after that matter change analysis are 

required. And at last method correction process can be implemented. In this way we can decrees 

the overall production of electronic waste and also the production level decrement take place at 

annually basis. Working method of recycling and reusing place pivotal role in the decrement of 

production of electronic waste. So, in order to change the present system of production of waste 

we have to keep in mind that this situation will lead very dangerous consequences for future 
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generation. First of all, we have to manage all the point to source production of electronic waste, 

after that we should calibrate the total production quantity of waste and in order to calculate the 

generating value we can assess and investigate the all process.  

Also other method of electronic waste management are existing in which, minimizing of electronic 

waste quantity (amount decrease) takes place. In light of this methodology, the electric equipment 

should be bought at all point it necessary impartial and suitable repairing should be achieved to 

improve the period of usability of the item.  

Somewhat positioning of, the ancient electric hardware must be given to some magnanimous 

relations, those will revamp and recycle the extra established electric equipment. Volume can 

similarly be diminished by substituting the dangerous left-over with non-perilous in the method 

tasks which in the long run decreases the spacing price. This can be executed over the foundation 

partition and waste focus strategies. Separation of metals and its resultant medicines for 

recuperated metallic worth is a most affordable procedure in electronic waste the board method.  

Recovery of valued metals from electronic waste and recycle is imaginable over strategies, for 

example, gravity and vacuum filtration, ultra-filtration, invert assimilation and freeze vaporization. 

Pay fromethe arranged wastedis conceivable throughdRecuperationgand rescue procedure 

ofhelectronic waste the executives. 

 Thisgis cultivated throughkthe bury business tradedwaste recuperation aththesoff-

sitegoraonrthedsite recovery office whichsinathe long run diminish the waste removal and crude 

material expenses. This procedure is achieved by the activities of reverse assimilation, electrolysis, 

buildup, ielectrolytic recuperation, filtrationi and icentrifugation tasks.  

 

6.3 EPR And PRO’s work in Electronic waste management   
 

Expanded Produceri Responsibilityi (EPR) is a rising guideline of contamination anticipation 

methods that attention mostly on item backgrounds instead of creation offices. EPR invades the 

obligation of manufacturers for their items thati is reachedi outi to tilli the ipost-shopper stage. In 

light of this, organization worried with item assembling & occupied undertakings, yet in addition 
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with end-life of the item. Accordingly, the primary opinion of EPR is to need manufacturers to 

forestall pollution and diminish strength and energy use in each phase of the item life cycle through 

changes in item plan and procedure innovation. The trustworthy management to EPR can animate 

extra notable mindfulness all over the group, improve corporate believability and disrepute, 

commercial advancement openings and inspire discourse and connotation with important 

associates. A main motive of EPR is reasonable improvement through naturally mindful item 

advancement and recovery of materials.  

 

6.4 Projects of EPR And PRO in India and other countries  
 

In spite of the fact that EPR has been utilized generally in different nations, particularly inw 

Europeandnations, inmIndiaswefareayethto investigate itsdmaximum capacity. Theamain 

ecological enactment, whichshas part ofsEPR,aiscthewBatteriesw(ManagementqandkHandling 

aRules, q2001). Theastandard doles out and the required duty ofaforqthe producers toasetfup 

assortment places forwassortment ofqutilized batteriesqstructure customers and vendors alongside 

sheltered transportationqensurity, open mindfulness creationqexercises andqarriving at ensurityiof 

utilized batteriesqtoqthe enrolled recyclers.q 

Another occurrence ofqEPR execution indIndian enactmentais "repurchase strategyqunder 

ThewRecycledqPlasticdManufactureaandqUsageiRules, i1999". In this, business of various 

elements like plastics wasitoqbesmade liable forkrecovering void bundling materialsandkhave 

appropriate removal framework. If there should be an occurrence of e-waste management, the best 

possible suggestions of Extended Producer Responsibility actualized.  

Extended Producer Responsibility methodology in electronic waste  management broadly 

rehearsing in the various overall nations. Germany'syOrdinancerongthejAvoidancelofoPackaging 

rWastei(ther'GreenkDot' program) iswtheqfirst commanded Extended Producer Responsibility 

program on planet, who put  money related obligation ofeproducersefor gathering & decreasing 

bundling ofgwaste.qSweden,kNorway,qTaiwanqandkSwitzerland embraced enactmentqthat 

requiresqmakers ofcelectronicqandlelectrical merchandise to give finish of-life free attention to 

their products throughwauthorized managers.  
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Law of Norway permits customers to handle disposed of snowy imerchandise, iPCs, iphones, 

ilinks, ielectronic and imechanical ielectrical elements for nothing out of pocket to vendors of 

neighborhood authority assortment ifocuses ifinanced iby icertain 'reusingi charge' oni suchi 

products at retail location. US executed successful state level EPR programs, throughwcommands 

forced by laws of state, guidelines and approaches which contains propelled removal expenses, 

store discount frameworks, for example, bottle bills, and obligatory reclaim frameworks for 

battery-powered nickel–cadmium batteries. Japan actualized reclaim programs requiring fridges, 

forced air systems, TVs and clothes washers, yet permits the organizations to charge end client for 

the 'administration'.  

Extended Producer Responsibility defines the customary normal duties that creators and merchants 

have recently been relegated toi incorporatei administrationi at the post-shopperi phase. Theyi 

shouldi either reclaim consumed things and manage them through recycle, recycling or in energy 

formation, or representative this duty to an unknown, a suspected Manufacturer Accountability 

Group, which is salaried by the creator for spent-product the board. 

 Along these lines, EPR changes duty concerning waste from administration to isolated 

manufacturing, creation it compulsory for creators, wholesalers and additionally sellers to mask 

squander the executive’s prices in their article charges. The worldwide associations, which are 

dealing with the PRO approach incorporate the Duales System Deutschland (DSD) in Germany, 

VALPAK in United Kingdom, El-Kretsen AB in Sweden and the Rechargeable Battery Recycling 

Corporation (RBRC) in United States are instances of such associations, which are rising in 

numerous nations alongside the fast spread of EPR. 
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Chapter 7. E-waste Management Rules 

7.1. Preliminary 
 

1. Short term title commencement- 

(a.) These rules may be called as the E-waste (Management) Rules, 2016. 

2. Application- 

These rules shall apply to every manufacturer, producer, consumer, collection centers, 

dealers, e-retailer, refurbisher, dismantler and recycler involved in manufacture sale, 

transfer, purchase, collection storage and processing of e-waste or electrical and electronics 

equipment listed in schedule 1, including their components, consumables parts and spare 

which make the product operational but shall not apply to- 

(a.) Micro enterprises as defined in the micro, small and medium Enterprises Development 

Act, 2006 (27 of 2006) and 

(b.) Radio-active wastes as covered under the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act, 1962 

(33 0f 1962) and rules made there under. 

 

7.2. Guidelines for assortment and capacity of E-waste  

Most importantly, makers survey the assortment necessities of e-waste and afterward gadget an 

assortment instrument which incorporate reclaim through sellers, approved recyclers/dismantlers 

and assortment focuses.  

They can take an assistance of any expert office for instance Producer Responsibility Organization 

(PRO) for assortment of e-waste.  

Maker may likewise have an appropriate arrangement of assortment of electronic waste from the 

individual and mass buyers also.  

The maker may communicate their assortment frameworks for the assortment of e-waste which is 

comprise of assortment focuses, assortment van, assortment containers and so on to gather the 

waste and send it to the assortment habitats or reclaim framework or e-waste trade, 

recyclers/vendors for making the entire procedure functional.  
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In the event that reclaim framework is being given, at that point it ought to be open to any resident 

found anyplace in the nation. The reclaim framework so gave might be through their 

retailers/vendors or through assistance places and may have assortment focuses or containers or 

drop-off focuses connected to their auth approved assortment communities. The makers may give 

following restraints of reclaim framework:  

a. Connection of their site where data relating to reclaim framework is accessible  

b. Cost free number to be accessible during working hours (10 A.M. to 6 P.M.) for purchasers/mass 

buyers.  

c. Restraints of their sellers, retailers, assortment focuses/containers/get vans connected to 

assortment habitats for storing of e-waste by the shopper/mass customers in the event that they are 

a piece of the reclaim framework  

d. Restraints of any motivation plot for shoppers/mass buyer for returning of e-waste 

e. Telephone number/portable quantities of complaint redressal on the off chance that, cost free 

number isn't working 

 f. Restraints of approved dismantlers/recyclers who can reclaim e-waste in the interest of the 

maker if dismantlers/recyclers are a piece of reclaim framework. 
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There are several Electronic Recycling Association exist. 

 

1. ISRI (Institute of Recycling Industries) - ISRI is the largest recycling industry 

association with 1600 member companies, which consist of 360 e-waste recyclers 

companies.  

2. CAER (Coalition for American Electronics Recycling) – CAER is another e-waste 

recycling industry association in the United States with over 130 member companies. 

These e-waste recycling companies provides recycling facilities all over country. 

3. EERA (European Electronics Recyclers Association) – EERA is the e-waste recycling 

industry association in Europe. 

4. EPRA (Electronic Products Recycling Association) – EPRA is the e-waste recycling 

industry association in China.  

 

                                                               Fig: 9 
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Chapter 8. Countries with biggest number of mobile phone users 
 

In 2016, ranking of India was fifth in generation of electronic waste in the world. According to 

The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM) and KPMG in 2016 

estimated that India is the fifth largest e-waste generation country with 1.85 million tonnes 

generated annually. 

India is generating e-waste which is 4 to 5 percent of totally generated e-waste in world. United 

states’ ranking is first in generating e-waste annually which is generating 11.7 million tonnes of e-

waste. After that at third number China comes who produced 6.1 million tonnes of e-waste 

annually. Globally, around 40 to 50 million tonnes of e-waste generated which is very huge. 

 

      COUNTRIES WITH BIGGEST NUMBER OF MOBILE PHONE USERS 

 

source- ASSOCHAM-KPMG                             Fig: 10 
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According to survey, global volume of electronic waste generation is expected to reach around 

53 million tonnes (MT) from 45 million tonnes at the end of 2023 which is a compound growth 

rate of 20 percent. And only 8.9 million tonnes of total e-waste generation was collected and 

recycled properly in 2016 and rest having no record, the study said. 

 

 

source- ASSOCHAM-KPMG                                         Fig:11 
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8.1. Top E-waste generating cities in India 

In India, among the states, Maharashtra is the largest e-waste producing states which produces 

19.8 percent of total e-waste generated annually. Tamil Nadu with e-waste contribution of 13 

percent, Uttar Pradesh with 10.1 percent, West Bengal with 9.8 percent, Delhi with 9.5 percent, 

Karnataka with 8.9 percent, Gujarat with 8.8 percent and Madhya Pradesh with 7.6 percent. If we 

talk about recycling of e-waste then very small proportion of e-wastes are recycled through proper 

process. Data is available here (According to ASSCHAM and NEC)- 

Maharashtra – 47,810 TPA, Tamil Nadu-52,427 TPA, Uttar Pradesh- 86,130 TPA  

According to the study of ASSOCHAM-KPMG, “Electronic Waste Management in India” says 

that main e-waste generation of nation is computer equipment and mobile telephones. These 

devices accounts for over 70 percent e-waste generation of India, telecommunication accounts for 

12 percent.  

Mumbai is the highest e-waste generated city in India estimated 1,20,000 tonnes of e-waste 

annually. After that Delhi comes at second position whose production is 98,000 tonnes of e-waste 

annually. At third number, Bengaluru comes whose production rate is 92,000 tonnes of e-waste 

annually. 
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Following charts shows the e-waste generation status of country among the major cities. 

 

source- ASSOCHAM-KPMG                                           Fig:12 

 

Among the major cities production of e-waste is very high, and it is increasing day by day because 

of advancement in technology. As we know that now, people get any kind of devices at very low 

prices and in this way generation rate is highly increasing. Also, there is no proper functioning of 

recycling of e-waste which is major cause of production.  E-waste accounts for the 70 percent part 

of total waste materials in landfills.   

In India electronic waste recycling is just a process of barely existence. No one gives attention 

towards this area; companies are generating the e-waste at a very huge level without any fear of 

future environmental effects. Industries dumped their waste material into the river or riverside 

without any further treatment which may lead to the death of various aquatic life. Recycling of e-

waste is very important as per the present scenario. 
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Among all the states Uttar Pradesh is the highest recycling e-waste states of India. It recycles 

approximately 86,130 tonnes per annum after that Tamil Nadu recycle 52,427 tonnes per annum 

and then there is Maharashtra which recycles 47,810 tonnes per annum. Following charts shows 

the value by state wise. 

  

source- ASSOCHAM-KPMG                                        Fig: 13 

Above curve shows the estimation of e-waste recycling in India. Only 3 to 4 percent of total e-

waste generated get recycled properly as per the study, which can lead big problem to future waste 

management. 
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Chapter 9. Future growth of Electronic Waste 
 

The global production of electronic waste is changing at very fast rate because of economics 

progress and evolution of very newly technological things. The global production of E-waste will 

change as economies grow and new technologies are developed. Increase in the production of 

electronic waste directly proportional to the country’s GDP, because of increase in the demand of 

electrical and electronic items.   

 

 

 

                                                                 Fig: 14 

Regular changes in the technology affects global mass of electronic waste produced. Also new 

invention in the technology generates more buyers and in this way demand of electronic devices 

increases which causes increase in the production of electronic waste. Nowadays, lifespan of 

certain devices gets decreases for example lifespan of CPU decreases from 4-6 years in 1997 to 2 

years in 2005.  
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9.1 E-waste: India’s Next big problem 
 

Every year India generates more than 1.8 million tonnes and majority of e-waste goes to the 

unorganized sector for its processing. These sectors don’t perform any specific or prescribed 

treatment to the e-waste which cause various serious health hazards to the humans and effects 

environment badly. According to the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and Uttar Pradesh 

Pollution Control Board (UPPCB), joint inspection around 27 illegal e-waste industries are running 

in Uttar Pradesh. These plants dumped their waste into the river without any treatment which cause 

death to the flora and fauna of the river and further workers also affected by this e-waste plant. 

As we know that country’s population of mobile phones increasing on a serious note which may 

lead huge amount of electronic waste and without any proper treatment, we can’t even imagine 

how much damage we are going to do with our environment. From having 310 million subscribers 

in 2001 to 1.1 billion subscribers in 2016 one can imagine the growth of mobile phone users. Today 

our mobile phone subscribers are four time more than United states and comes at second position 

after China only which has 1.3 billion subscribers. 
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These data only talk about mobile phone users then what about computers users? What about other 

electronic devices users? They are equally contributing into the waste, around 57 million 

computers are in use and then there is so much mass scale users of electronic devices who don’t 

bothers even 1% for the e-waste treatment or recycling. India is now leading the list in users of 

electronic waste generators, giving highest amount of toxic emission to the environment. 
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                                                                   Fig: 16 

 

Generally, whenever we think of waste we always think in terms of garbage or something like 

solid/semisolid waste, we never concerned about e-waste generation. people are not enough aware 

about the e-waste generation. In the past 10 years, electronic waste has become global issue. Sadly, 

e-waste does not get enough attention from media as well. People don’t pay attention towards this 

area. India has only few numbers of recycling all across the country, most of the e-waste get 

dumped into the landfills without any treatment. After certain years we will not able to sustain our 

environment if the growth rate increasing at this rate without any concerning of people.  
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9.2. India’s E-waste Woes 
 

Although there is lack of awareness among the people about e-waste problem, now at some levels 

problem of e-waste has been spoken but not at a very large scale to make any considerable 

difference or impacts of e-waste. One of the main reasons so that people do not know enough about 

the e-waste generation because they consider it as a solid waste and liquid waste. The fact that 

electronic waste is equally affects our global environment as any other kind of waste generated. 

Waste management when it comes to the solid or plastic gets proper attention over the years in the 

country. These wastes took center attention of the whole management system. But when it comes 

to e-waste which is dangerous among all the waste because it contains toxic and heavy materials 

too, remains insidious. 

When we talk about the present scenario where India is among the largest subscribers or consumers 

of electronic devices, most consumers are still don’t know about the e-waste problem which can 

cause the major threats to human (including children’s) lives, with its highly improper or hazardous 

method of extracting the trace amounts of precious metal and also taking it as a profitable business.  

The law has been passed in 2011 regarding e-waste management which is totally based on 

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) which puts the pressure on manufacturer for the proper 

handling of e-waste in an eco-friendly manner, by creating collaboration certain norms and 

regulation with the state pollution control board ,but it didn’t get proper mechanism for the e-waste 

handling. And the impacts of e-waste getting worsen day by day and year by year. 

The main question here arises is how have new laws on e-waste management in India been 

effective? 

On October 1, 2017 E-waste (Management) Rules had further strengthened. But basically, the 

people didn’t take it on a serious note. In Schedule –1, 21 products are included. Rules are basically 

for the manufacturing sector unit who don’t bothered about e-waste management. For the best 

management practice rule has strengthened the Extended producer Responsibility. 

Legislation in terms of e-waste segregation management have various other problems in India. 

Manufacturing sector of nation is chief responsible for the generation of e-waste. The stakeholder 
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is also responsible for collection, segregation and recycling of e-waste. Ministry of Environment 

issued some major rules in 2016 in which these units were made responsible for the e-waste 

generation. 

Union government bought some new rule and this time rules are stricter for the producer. Because 

they are more accountable for it. Rule are mentioned a penalty for non-compliance and further if 

recycling rules are not followed. 

 

9.3. What lies ahead? 
 

In 2020 e-waste generation will get 52 lakh tonnes, and the future scenario is not looking good 

unless laws are followed by the recycling producer. The need of today’s time is more waste 

recycling units in India which is now having only 148 units across the whole country. And most 

important thing is unorganized sector should monitor by the proper management system, so that 

majority of the generated waste get recycled properly.  

Proper attention should be given in e-waste management system also as there is no differences 

between e-waste and other solid or liquid waste. And hence from collecting to the recycling 

procedure proper awareness and legislation should be similar for all kind of waste. 

Recycling enterprise purposes to inspire producers to properly dispose and treat their generated 

electronic waste so that we can make better world for the future generation also. With increasing 

number of recycling and reuse rates we can attain sustainable development for future generation.  

The lack of updated inventory India is still struggling with the proper recycling of e-waste. 

According to the study India was generated .8 million e-waste in 2010 while in 2016 India was 

generated two million metric tonnes of electronic waste annually. Around 82 percent of electronic 

devices are personal. So, it is responsibility of every individual to proper manage their e-waste.  

India is suffering from the lack of advanced technology to manage the electronic waste produced 

all over the country it also makes it to difficult to tackle the electronic waste related issues. In 

2005, According to the survey of Central Pollution Control Board, India will be going to generate 

around .8 million tonnes of electronic waste by 2010. 
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Apart from this, few other surveys suggested that the generation of electronic waste could be much 

higher than this data. Some newspaper of United States has published that, India will generate 

about 2.5 million tonnes of electronic waste by 2016.  In which around 85 percent of this is personal 

devices. This will increase the more generation of electronic waste.  

Generally, users discard old monitors, phones, laptops, television, washing machines, microwave, 

AC etc. They are not aware of the toxic elements generated from the electronic waste. Now, users 

discard these items much faster than before, because there is lot of availability of chip and 

advanced technology in the market. However, a few independent studies suggest that the 

generation of e-waste could be much higher. 

 Certain other report suggested that India will increase old computer by 500 percent in 2020. And 

there is estimated that increase in generation of electronic waste will become 21 percent annually.  

From the discarded mobile phones will be around 20 times higher, from discarded television will 

1.5 to 2 times higher, from discarded refrigerators ill be twice than their respective 2006 and 2007 

levels 
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Chapter 10. Challenges for Electronic Recycling Industry  

The e-waste recycling industry has a various number of challenges, in which the primary one is 

exporting. Exporting electronic waste which includes both hazardous and toxic materials causes 

serious health issues to the workers working in e-waste recycling industry without proper 

protecting tools. Generally, improper management of electronics recycling in developing countries 

are responsible for various health and environmental problems. 

As we know that, quantity of e-waste increasing day by day and the quality is decreasing. 

Electronic devices are getting smaller and smaller, containing fewer precious metals. The values 

of material of various end-of-life electronics and electrical devices have therefore fallen sharply. 

Electronics recyclers suffered many issues and resulted collapsing of their business. 

The current recycling rate of 15%-20% is not sufficient as most of the electronic waste still is 

degrade to the landfill. Another main problem is that as time goes on, many electronics products 

are not easily recyclable, repairable or reusable. Organization such as ISRI have been active in 

promoting policies to broaden the guidelines of e-waste recycling and also give the instruction to 

authorized companies so that they can repair and refurbish smartphones in order to avoid the 

unnecessary wastages. 

10.1 E-waste scenario in Delhi  
 

In 2020, Delhi will be produced around 1,50,5000 metric tonnes of electronic waste. According to 

the ASSOCHAM (Associated Chamber of Commerce of India Council) on Climate Change & 

Environment, this is multiple yearly growing degree of about 26%. 

According to the study, processer apparatus generates almost 68% of electronic waste, cable 

apparatus around 12%, electric apparatus around 8%, medical equipment around 7% and other 

household equipment accounts for the remaining 5%. And hence discarded monitors, mobile 

phones, compact discs, headphones, chargers, cathode ray tubes, printed circuit boards and grey 

things such as television, AC and fridges constitute electronic waste. 
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10.2. The big query is here that how Delhi will tackle this electronic waste? 
 

The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change changes the certain rules of E-waste 

Management in 2016 to decrease electronic left-over creation and also increases reprocessing. The 

guidelines were adapted in 2017 and presented Prolonged Producer Accountability which makes 

manufacturers accountable to gather 10% to 70% of the electronics left-over that they generate 

over 7 to 8 years. 

But the industries are incapable to address with these goals as a mere 1.5% of India’s total 

electronic left-over becomes used and around 95% of electronics waste produced is accomplished 

by the unorganized segment. 

10.3. Electrical waste management and recycling solution  
 

Dismantling process takes place before the extracting precious metals. In Delhi, Seelampur is the 

area where chips from the phones, and other components are taken apart. Plastics, metallic parts 

and circuit board are segregated first. Some of these components are also used by repair shops to 

fix the various types of electronics products. 

Plastics goes to various places like Tikri Kalan and Mundka in Delhi from where it goes to another 

place Bawana and Nangloi where plastics are processed. Circuit boards containing various 

Dismantle

segregate

extract
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precious metals like copper, lead and gold goes to Moradabad where gold extraction takes place. 

Also, other parts go to Mandoli and Loni where copper and lead are extracted from the process of 

acids wash. In Seelampur, hot blue torches are used to melt the various kind of boards. 

Currently, there are approximately 170 authorized recyclers in India. Attero Recycling have many 

networks to collect electronic waste from all over the country and its processing takes place in the 

company’s Roorkee plant. Although, there is only four to five recyclers are real, the rest are 

dismantlers.  

 10.4. Biotechnological approaches for e-waste treatment  
 

Biotechnological approaches, for example, hydrometallurgy and pyrometallurgy considered a 

reasonable alternative for creating condition benevolent procedure from electronic waste area with 

the director ofkliving life forms. Electronic waste can be described as an auxiliary wellspring of 

imetals, sodbioleachingqisvaviable choice toirecuperate and using again the elements from Waste 

Electrical and Electronic. Cyanogeniclliving beings likelPseudomonasqplecoglossicidad(P.ypl 

ecoglossicida),sPseudomonastfluorescensq(P.jfluorescens)handkPseudomonaspaeruginosap(P. 

iaeruginosa)qandhChromobacterksp. havelsignificant tenders in various technology of bioleaching 

process of extraction of precious metals like gold from electronic waste. 

 There are six chemicals apparatus for the creation of HCN alongside hardware 

forAcyanideKdetoxificationPthrough βcyanoalanine synthaseIunder insignificant 

developmentPconditions,KChromobacterium violaceumKbacteriumKhas  critical job in gold 

filtering from electronic waste. 
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Chapter 11. Recycling of Electronic Waste  
 

As we know that e-waste generated is recyclable. Monitors and printed circuit boards of computer 

system have an enormous quantity of metals which is basic and can be easily reworkable after the 

process of melting. Sadly, our country is extremely incapacitated in terms of rules, regulations and 

skillful labor to control the process of recycling of e-waste. As per the given data only 1.5 percent 

of electronic waste produced in country gets recycled.  

This is happening because of no consciousness about electronic left-over and its reprocessing 

among the people, also the disintegrated nature of the unorganized sector and its unconcern to 

collection and recycling electronic waste. Reseller and plants of these unorganized sector generally 

consists of committed laborers of contract and dealers of electronic equipment. From this sector 

electronic equipment which is old generally trade to dismantlers. Rather than being recycled 

approximately all the electronic waste produced from this sector is often discard and disassembled.  

The unorganized sector is responsible for processing nearly 95 percent of electronic waste 

produced in India and it is not shocking that they are not doing well. To the greatest extent 

generated waste is discharge in sea, rivers, canals and lakes, causing irrecoverable harm to the 

environment. Electronic waste is also trade in the market to scrap dealers who destroy it rather 

than recycling it. And these dismantling e-waste products generates enormous amount of toxic 

emissions in the air, causing further pollution to the atmosphere.  

The electronic waste recycling industry in our country is also inadequate in nature to handle the 

process of recycling. Personal protective equipment for example gloves and helmets are rarely 

provided to electronics waste collectors. There is minimal amount of awareness present in the 

process of electronics waste recycling so workers as well as organizations adopt easier way of 

handling the e-waste products like dumping or dismantling the waste into the river or lakes. 

Reusing of perilous items by moving dangers into optional items ought to be gainful to the earth 

when disposed of. Naturally stable management needs the basis of assortment attentions, 

conveyance, conduct, storing, recovery and removal of electronic waste, nationwide and 

additionally provincial stages. Managerial specialists should need to give these workplaces and to 

the improved implementation there must be inspiring armies.  
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The government needs to sanction the NGO's and manufacturers for building up electronic waste 

assortment, occupation, recycling facilities at area, state and national levels. To achieve 

environmentally stable recycling of e-squander precise expertise and making of activities must be 

essential. Principal work force is crucial for recycling undertaking to shade the toxic and appealing 

constituents from a confusing e-waste then extraordinary condition well-disposed recycling 

procedures need to embraced for harmful and wanted materials helplessly.  

To limit the unfavorable natural belongings on the recycling supervise, outdated strategies need to 

give by keeping up tough ecological principles. The reusing offices required appropriate 

contamination of air regulate several strategies for departure or sources which is point in nature 

discharges. These days isolated segment or different exploration associations remain approaching 

aimed at examination purposesDasKthisLis the wellspring ofIcash forLtheIprivate association in 

light of Ithe nearness ofVvaluable elements existing in it.  
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11.1. Electronic waste reusing rehearses across our nation and developing 

nations  

As we know that in the world, electronic waste guidelines are made for various recycling process 

and electronic waste reusing relying upon nearby shops or purchaser conduct. Various countries 

like South America has created reusing manufacturing unit who is directed byuaneindustry 

istandardlfor legitimate gadgets reusing or handling.  

Certain different countries like European countries has advanced guidelines covered every one of 

the 27 nations havingutheirpown adaptations withpthe point oflreusing in any event 85wpercentuof 

produced Waste Electrical and Electronics byl2019. HalflofqthegstatesginlU.Swhasla scope 

ofqlawslwith created hardware reusing manufacturing plant, however 

wouldonotehaveqaqnationaldlevelhlaw and framework for reusing ofqWaste Electrical and 

Electronics.  

CostafRica,kColombia,tPeru,oBrazil, andoMexico have electronic waste leads inaLatinqAmerica. 

Brazilais thinking of an exhaustive e-scrap strategy with an objective of 17ipercent byk2018. 

Africaidoesn't havealawful guidelines for electronic waste recycling and reusing. Around 86 % 

gadgets importsqarejreused,qnot disposed of. Innovation of Africa’s structure for shows is a few 

timesathe gainful useacyclelin more extravagant countries.  

AustraliaqhasktheaNationaliTelevision andaComputerqRecyclinglSchemeqwhich include mix 

ofagovernment guideline or manufacturing plant move toqmake duty regarding assortment or 

electronic waste reusing. Asian countries, justkTaiwan,aSouth Korea,lJapan,aChina 

andqIndiaqhave electronic waste strategies. Taiwanqreuses greatest, 81% electronic waste, trailed 

byaSouth Koreaqand Japanlat aroundq75 percentqeach.  

WhilekChinaqhas  proper lawlfor overseeinglWEEE, itpis as of now building up its conventional 

reusing limit. The guidelines and the reusing market in numerous different nations over the world 

is yet to develop. 
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11.2. Strategy level enactments in India  

Taking into account the malicious impacts of hazardous wastes to both condition and wellbeing, a 

few nations urged the requirement for a worldwide consent to address the issues and difficulties 

presented by risky waste. Be that as it may, the approach level activities with respect to e-waste in 

India is very simple and requirements prompt consideration. Following are a portion of the 

approach level activities in India with respect to e-waste.  

11.3. E-wastel Managementl andk Handlingd Rulesi, 2011i  

Thei e-wastei Managementi andi Handlingi Rulesi, 2011i havei beeni advised ini Mayi 2011i andi 

willi bei powerful fromi i01-05-2012. The producer associated with thisi arei informed ahead of 

time so they can get proper opportunity to plan themselves and furthermore to arrange the 

imperative framework for the fruitful usage of these standards’ materialness.  

            According to plan 1, rules have been applied to each maker, buyer, assortment icenters,   

dismantleri andi recycleri of e-wastei. The administrative organizations included arei Statei 

Pollutioni  Controli Boardsi (SPCBs)/Pollutioni Controli Committeesi (PCCs) andi iCPCB.  

  Thei batteries the board & taking care of irules, 2001i spreads thei leadi corrosive 

ibatteries, Enterprisesi Developmenti Acti, i2006, incorporate miniaturized scale & little 

endeavors andi radioactivei waste asi encased underi thei Atomici Energyi Acti, 1962i.  

  Calendar i1 standards iare actualized ito the entirety ofi thei hardware andi consumablesi 

utilized ini alli electricali andi electronici gear (iEEE) producing. Thei principles iare 

likewise utilitarian toi alli apparatus andi consumablesi, iwhich arei a piece of thei item ati 

thei hour ofi removal. 

 The guidelines additionally limit the utilization of unsafe elements and utilized in 

diminished sum in electricali andi electronici apparatuses. In light of these guidelines each 

electrical and electronic maker need to guarantee the without metails and synthetic 

substances, which incorporate indicated scopes of qlead, qcadmium, amercury, 

ahexavalent achromium, ipolybrominated kbiphenyls.  
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 If there should be an occurrence of any item and modern segments with noteworthy 

uncertainty, the choice willi bei takeni byi MoEFi/CPCBi with clearness through 

correlation with planned I segments 

 The contraption utilized in assembling of ielectronic hardware is viewed as outsidei the 

calendar 1 principles however squanders fromi thesei machinesi must be occupied to 

reusing office till it has been completely reused.  
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Chapter 12. Future suggestions for Indian situation  
 

Thinking about the overarching situation, a portion of the present moment and long-haul proposals 

havei beeni proposedi toi administration frameworks to manage electronic waste proficiently. The 

suggestions havei beeni summed up asi followsi: 

Short-termi proposals incorporate structure of customer mindfulness about and characterize their 

jobs electronic waste removal through an administrative system and bringing mass purchasers 

underi lawful system over electronic waste documenting accounts, perceiving endi lifei go fori alli 

EEEi withi industryi discussion. Long haul suggestions are moving fromi EPRi toi PROi andi 

Introductioni ofi Advancedi Recyclingi Feei – iARF  

12.1. Electronic waste: a commercial stage  

Electronic waste is turning into a wellspring of pay for the ventures & opens entryways for the 

new openings moreover. Bangalore city of India, is producing 18,000i metrici huge amounts of 

electronic waste every year, & a large number of tons landed unlawfully every year. On account 

of various metalsi likei goldi, isilver, iplatinum, icopper, ialuminum, iand uncommon different   

ground metals exist in electronic waste present are sufficiently very to ireuse iand ithese iare 

exorbitant giving innovative occupational openings. Electronic waste material has a limit with 

respect to reusei likei distinctive icapacitor, icircuit board, iand iplastic. On the off chance that we 

manage harmful discharge this can be burned for energy.  

Thei plastici substance of electronici apparatuses forms helps decent crude materiali fori thei 

ipyrolysis. Thermochemicali treatmenti ofi suchi wastesi isi drawing in the researchers' 

enthusiasm, since it gives effective vitality & elements reusing deprived of cumberingi earth. 

Plastics pyrolysis can be utilized to arrange left-over & to recoup manufactured coal. Pyrolysis oil 

recouped from this procedure can be utilized asi dieseli generatori fueli fori burnersi. 

WEEE plastic waste additionally fills in as a crude quantifiable for hydrogen creation through 2-

phase response arrangement ofi pyrolysis–gasificationi. And also, other examination, iLiquid 

Crystali covered Polaroidi Glassi Electrodei (LCPGEi) imaterial gathered from arranged fluid gem 
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show (LCD) PC screen as cathodes in microbial power module (MFC) for power creation. Further 

exploration on productive innovation and decrease in harmful synthetic mixtures and treatment of 

these poisonous synthetic mixtures is required with the goal that price effective and eco-

accommodating procedure can be created. This will pull in development & professional just as 

killing the motivating force to dump e-waste. 

 

                                                                  Fig: 18 

 

However, some changes, are taking place in electronic waste recycling front. Some nonprofit 

organizations in Bangaluru have collaborated with the government organization and starts 

collecting electronic waste from door to door. An NGO named shsha in Bangaluru has started a 

program to aware people across the schools, colleges, hospitals and offices to educate them more 

about the harms of e-waste and its recycling procedures. Also, in Mumbai, certain new collecting 

e-waste procedure has started which collect waste from different educational institute and send 

waste in recycling industry. 

In India, there are different associations managing reusing of e-waste are: 

Organizations/systems/organizations dealing with electronic waste.  
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Chapter 13. Impacts of E-waste 
 

Many toxic elements are released into the air damaging the atmosphere when electronics waste is 

treated. This is one of the biggest environmental impacts of electronic waste on the atmosphere.    

Toxic material released from e-waste flow into the groundwater and causing bad effect on both 

land as well as sea animals.  

These toxics chemicals effects human also and causing birth defects, damaging to our brain, heart, 

kidney, liver, and skeletal system. These chemicals also damage human body’ reproductive and 

nervous system significantly.  

Children need more specific protection because they are more vulnerable to the health risk that 

may cause from electronic waste production and exposure. Their bodies’ functional system is still 

developing such as immune, reproductive, central nervous and digestive and when they get 

exposed to toxic elements it may cause irreversible damage to them. Children’s intake of food, 

water and air is significantly increased compared to adults, in proportion to their weight and 

because of this risk of hazardous chemical absorption increases more in them. 

Electronic wastes impacts are very severe in nature because it affects environment, human and 

animals as well. People are not aware about the damage of electronic waste that’s why they see it 

as a general waste which can be remain as without treated well. 

13.1 The Re-exportation of contaminants related with E-waste 
 

The other covered stream E-waste reusing as directed in Guiyu brings about the tainting of the 

whole area, invading the water, air, soil and biota contained in that. In spite of the fact that fares 

to poor nations are difficult to measure, even a little portion of the worldwide E-waste stream 

would contribute many huge amounts of Pb and a few tons of Cd, Hg and PCBs. Hence, different 

items that are made in E-waste handling districts may contain raised degrees of E-waste related 

contaminants.  

A portion of these items might be devoured locally. Nonetheless, others might be traded to national 

or universal markets. According to study, Pb from E-waste was being fused into Chinese-made 

gems for fare to the United States.  
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Wipe tests indicated that this lead was possibly accessible for human retention (Weidenhamer and 

Clement, 2007b). Reports flourish of youngsters' toys, imported from China, which contain raised 

degrees of lead or brominated fire retardants (Chen et al., 2009b).  

In spite of the fact that the creators didn't interface the wellspring of pollutants to electronic waste, 

it is possible that reused elements from electronic waste, whichi mayi containi iPBDEs and iPCBs, 

are utilized in assembling of items for send out. Zhaoi et al.i (2009i) foundi thati polyhalogenatedi 

fragrant hydrocarbonsi (PHAHs)i happened in raised focuses in the staples delivered in an 

electronic waste handling district ini thei Zhejiangi territory ofi Chinai.  

Eventually, a portion of these diet items might be traded, representing a global wellbeing hazard. 

Ordinary screening test may not recognize a portion of the irregular contaminants related with 

electronic waste. The danger of re-exportationi ofi electronic waste pollutants permits more 

examination.  

The transitions of contaminants related with E-waste from makers to collectors and at last to 

people. The motions appeared are applicable at a scope of scales, both national and worldwide. 

Conceivably, E-waste may influence the entire of humankind. 
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                                                               Conclusion 

 

Most of the developed nation in the world have certain laws and regulations so that e-waste not be 

disposed of in landfills or be incinerated. In United States, cities and states have set up program 

across the country for disposing off used electronic equipment. Recycle this equipment is the best 

method of disposal. Generally, people do not understand that the old devices parts can be used 

again by recycling process. The popular mantra for this is, “Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle.” This 

slogan generally used for the plastics and glass materials, but it can also be used for the 

management of electronic waste.  

Many stores of electronics offer various service to help local citizens bring old electronics parts so 

as to dispose of them properly and safely. But there is another alternative being used for the 

removal of electronic waste in the world. Most of the electronic waste in developed countries is 

being exported to developing nations. Many developed nations have sanctioned laws to prevent 

exporting but e-waste is still being exported. 

As we know that most of the electronic devices is hazardous. The disposal of these materials leads 

to contamination of soil and water, effecting badly environment and food sources. The purpose of 

the study is to alert the people and educate them about environmental problem. The problem 

continues to grow as tons and tons of e-waste is dumped each and every year. 

Overpowering creative advances in electronic hardware improvement brings about a fast-outdated 

nature which brings about gigantic age of e-waste. To build up an efficient and earth neighborly 

reusing framework for e-waste, arrangement and measurement of important and unsafe parts is a 

pre-essential. A few apparatuses including e-waste the executives and reusing instruments, for 

example, EPR and PRO methodologies, administrative polices combined with proposals for e-

waste the board could at last enhance most e-waste issues. 

 Future endeavors of lessening ill-conceived disposing of will absolutely incorporate a mix of 

antagonistic enactment, new technological arrangements, and expanded shared responsiveness 

through more instruction on e-waste. Eco-accommodating techniques, for example, 

biotechnological approaches appear to be a worth devices for recuperation of exact metals. 
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